Pet Food Committee Agenda
2019 AAFCO Annual Louisville Meeting
Tuesday, August 6, 2019
9:30 am – 12:00 pm
Marriott Ballroom 5-6, 2nd Floor

This is a reminder that this meeting is being recorded.

1. Introduction of Pet Food Committee Members and Advisors

2. Modifications to the agenda – no modifications. Format will stay the same, would like to end with approximately 1 hour to devote to PFLM updates and audience comments / suggestions.

3. Reports from the PFC Working Groups
   a. AAFCO Website Review Workgroup - Lizette Beckman, WA – keep on agenda
   b. Reviewing AAFCO Feeding Protocols (to account for growth of large size dogs) Workgroup – Dr. Bill Burkholder, FDA-CVM – members only conference call in early July
   c. PF(3)e – James Embry, TX – vote at annual meeting? (maybe wait until mid year?)
   d. 95% Claims – James Embry, TX – vote at annual meeting? (maybe wait until mid year?)
   e. Human Grade – Caitlin Price, NC
   f. Pet Food Forum/Future Workshops –
      i. Follow-up questions from workshops work group - volunteers
      ii. Future workshops work group - volunteers
   g. Chews, treats and bones SUIP - recommendation

4. Discussion of Veterinarian Directed Therapeutic Pet Foods – Louise Calderwood, AFIA

5. Pet Food Label Modernization Discussion/Consumer research – Sue Hays, AAFCO Exec Director

NOTE: It is the intention of the PFC to address as many of the items above in the first portion of the meeting. The final portion of the meeting is reserved for the items below.